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Kung Hei Fat Choi!
Happy New Year of the Dragon! 

How many of you have a habit of making New Year's resolution? Do you often find it hard to keep 
on track after awhile? Easy to lose motivation and determination?

Let us begin the Year of Dragon in a S.M.A.R.T. way! This is an effective way to commit to 
different personal goals, plans, or even reforming of a habit!
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Specific-  A specific goal has a much greater chance of being accomplished than a general goal.
*Who:      Who is involved?
*What:     What do I want to accomplish?
*Where:   Identify a location
*When:    Establish a time frame
*Which:   Identify requirements and constraints
*Why:      Specific reasons, purpose or benefits of accomplishing the goal

Example: Instead of “I want to get fit”, you should set your goal as ‘Reaching 15% body fat by losing a 
pound a week and gaining 1 pound of muscle a month”

Measurable- Each specific goal must be measurable. Review and feedback on progression will motivate 
them to continue and reach their goal.

Example: Keep a weekly exercise and dietary record. Review on it every other week, make changes as 
progress. 

Action-oriented- Another important aspect of goal-setting to to keep focused on personal action. Not 
only what you want to achieve, but how you plan to achieve it.

Example: I want to burn fat by commit to a 20 minutes aerobic exercise and strength training class, 3 times 
a week for the next 3 month. 

Realistic- To be realistic, a goal must represent an objective toward which you are both willing and able to 
work, and then increase your goals accordingly. Keep in mind that if your goals are too simple, you won't 
feel much satisfaction by attaining them. Only you truly know what is realistic for you. If a goal is  not 
realistic, it is probably not achievable.

Example: Losing 20 pounds is the ultimate long term goal, but it is not realistic to do so if you have not done 
any exercise or alter your diet. In the short-term you may want to try join a gym to start exercising and get 
advise from a Dietitian to work on your diet. This sort of planing and progression is healthy and realistic.

Timed- The most effective goals  have a specific time frame for accomplishment. Putting an end point on 
your goal gives  you a clear target to work towards, such as for next week, in three months, by the end of 
year. In general, goals that stretch out beyond 6 months are too long to keep your interest and motivation. 
Try to re-evaluate your goals every 2-3 months.

Example: Reduce 10 pounds in 2 months  and increase running from 30 minutes to 45 minutes. This is 
specific and time-based goal. 

S.M.A.R.T. short term goal is the best way to achieve the long term goal of living and 
maintain a healthy lifestyle.



 食品  Food items  份量 Amount  卡路里 Calories 
 糕點類 Rice cake  

 年糕   Glutinous Rice Cake 154g 220
 芋頭糕 Toro Cake 107g 160
 馬蹄糕 Water Chestnut Cake 100g 140
 蘿蔔糕  Turnip Cake 86g 130

小吃類 Snacks  
 糖蓮子   Candy Lotus Seed 11粒 (pieces)  50g 155
 牛油曲奇餅 Butter Cookies 1塊 (piece) 70  
 紅瓜子  Red Water Melon Seeds 50g (連殼 with shell) 250
 黑瓜子 Soy Melon Seed 50g (連殼 with shell) 250
 笑口棗 Sesame Doughnuts 5粒 (pieces) 275
 鳥結糖  Nougats 3粒 (pieces) 140

果仁類 Nuts   
 夏威夷果仁  Macadamia Nuts 100g (1/2碗 bowl) 770
 花生  Peanuts 100g (1碗 bowl)  553  
 杏仁 Almond 100g (1/2碗 bowl) 664
 開心果 Pistachio 100g (2碗 bowl) 653 
 巴西果仁    Brazil Nuts 8粒 (pieces) 186
 合桃    Walnuts 100g (1/2碗 bowl) 685
 腰果  Cashew Nut 100g (1碗 bowl) 568
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Traditional Chinese New Year Food denotes wealth, good luck, good health and long life, as well as 
being a time to gather all family members together. Various food items represent special meaning, such 
as prawns (denoting liveliness) and dried oysters (indicating all good things). With such delicious and 
fulfilling food in Chinese New year, the celebrations simply help to wipe off evil spirits and avoid the 
negativities attached

The big meals are unavoidable, but we could make better choices and limit the high calories, high 
sugar and high fat food! Take a look at the table below on various  CNY festive food’s nutrition 
information. Remember to eat smart and stay active! This would definitely helps you to maintain your 
weight and keep in good shape after all the big feast!



 食品  Food items  份量 Amount  卡路里 Calories 
盆菜用料 Pot Feast (Poon Choi)  

 五花腩   Pork’s brisket 100g 368
 燒肉連皮    Roast Pork (with skin) 100g 330 
 切雞連皮  Plain chicken (with skin) 100g 119   
 豆腐泡   Tofu puff 1件 (piece) 53
 枝竹   Beancurd sticks 10g 47
 蠔 Oyster 1粒 (piece) 41
 魷魚  Squid 1安士 (ounce) 26
 瑤柱    Dry Scollop 1粒 (piece) 26
 白蘿蔔     Turnip 100克  (1件 piece) 17
 冬菇   Chinese Mushroom 1粒 (piece) 10

湯丸 Sweet Dumpling 
 花生   Peanut paste 1粒 (piece) 70
 芝麻 Sesame paste 1粒 (piece) 67
 無餡小湯丸 Plain  2粒 (piece) 14

Wishing you all...祝大家...

Be healthy and vigorous all year! 

Have the energy of a dragon and a horse! 

Let’s fortune comes with blooming flowers! 

and May all your wishes come true! 

From Wallace & ANA Team
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